A literature search revealed the only U.S. study of this kind had been a survey of egress from U.S. Navy fixed-wing jet aircraft over water. A study was done by BioTechnology, Inc., to see how best to present the emergency egress information in the manual of the Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures Standardization Program (NATOPS). The study concluded that to best way to facilitate learning was for the manual to strongly emphasize pictorial descriptions. Also, the study' s authors found that presentations with pictorial support had a higher rate of learning and retention (Post and Kershner, 1979) . The Naval Aerospace Medical Institute then was tasked to prepare mechanicals (layouts) on emergency egress to be included in all aircraft NATOPS manuals. This tasking also included standardization of the mechanicals. The process for manual standardization was developed by Lee, 1990 . This paper follows Lee' s suggested presentation method.
Method
The intent of the study was to evaluate various factors affecting the egress from U.S. Army helicopters. Factors include: location and description of the operating mechanism, location of and ease of viewing the' operating instructions, force required to operate, direction of opening, size of aperture and restrictions to evacuation, overall ease of operation and access for crews, extent of instructions in the operator' s manual, and finally photos of each apparatus. . Operator' s manuals for each aircraft were reviewed and pertinent information was extracted to include system descriptions, operating procedures, and equipment diagrams. In all the operator' s manuals, chapter 2 describes systems and chapter 9 covers emergency procedures.
The study was conducted at Cairns Army Airfield, Fort Rucker, Alabama. Aircraft used were from "A" Company, l/223 Aviation Battalion. The results were obtained by attaching a Chatillon DPP-25 force gauge to the emergency egress handles on the aircraft and operating the mechanism according to the operator' s manual. All handles that required safeties were safe tied with 0.020" safety wire. The cockpit exit restrictions common to most U.S. helicopters are the collective (left side only), the cyclic, and armor plating.
The aircraft studied were the UH-1 Huey, the UH-60 Black Hawk, the AH-1 Cobra, the AH-64 Apache, the OH-58 Kiowa, and the CH-47 Chinook. The study was divided into two areas of concentration for each aircraft: the cockpit egress and the cabin area egress. with the outside hand and is not an obstacle while exiting the aircraft. However, if for some reason, i.e., hard landing, the armor should become stuck, the egress area would be reduced substantially. The operator' s manual has good figures of the emergency jettison handles and has concise and simple operating instructions in chapter 9. Also, it is important to note in this aircraft the cockpit emergency handles are in a good location to be utilized as hand rests. The operator' s manual has a warning in chapter 2 that this may result in inadvertent jettisoning of cockpit doors. 
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Con-
There is no specific standardized method to describe emergency egress proce,dufes * in U.S. Army helicopters. The procedures are covered in chapters 2 and 9 of each Bperator' s manual, but not necessarily in the same sections in every manual. Each aircraft has a slightly different mechanism or technique for initiating the egress process. These different procedures are displayed in or on the aircraft in strategic locations to facilitate proper usage. It is critical that pilots and passengers familiarize themselves with each aircraft. A crew and passenger briefing is required. Each helicopter' s operator' s manual has a preflight check list, including the emergency egress procedures.
The standard aircraft exit restrictions from the cockpit are: the collective (left side only), the cyclic, and protective armor plating if installed. Under normal egress procedures, the collective and cyclic are not very restrictive, the UH-60 collective is.even collapsible. However, any time the protective armor plating is used and is difficult to retract, there is the potential for a substantial reduction in the size of the egress opening. The UH-1 Huey is an example.
During any emergency, helmet visors should be down; this is important especially during an emergency egress.
Pilots and crew members should feel safe and confident they will be able to-egress from an aircraft in case of a mishap. However, they need to remember that knowledge of the proper egress procedures for the specific aircraft being flown is essential for an erqpeditious egress. Also, it should be noted that an egress or survival knife always can be used to exit an aircraft as a last resort. 
